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Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Thank you for sharing #OTalk

8 days ago

8 days ago
Kate Tudor @OT_KateT
@preston_jenny I don't think anyone can determine the impact, it impacts how and what it
impacts. What is interesting is which impacts we pay attention to, which we value less and which
we don't even notice. Probably tells us something deep about our culture #OTalk

8 days ago
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OT_KateT: @preston_jenny I don't think anyone can determine the impact, it impacts how
and what it impacts. What is interesting is whic…

8 days ago
Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@chaniedavies @jenny_welford @Ceca_Rundle @OTalk_ good point - we have to be able to
talk to the people we want to influence to make impact happen. and if they are not reading BJOT
(or any journals) then we need to get the message to other audiences #otalk
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8 days ago
Jenny Welford OT @jenny_welford
Excellent tweet here. Publications- great. Real world impact and funding of services based on
#research- the greatest. This is why some #OTs are put off. Financial backing doesn't always
follow great work and outcomes. This raises the question, what is success/impact? #OTalk

8 days ago
Jenny Welford OT @jenny_welford
RT @Ceca_Rundle: @OTalk_ For me I want there to to real change, publication alone doesn’t
translate into meaningful shifts in practice #OTa…

8 days ago
Donna Malley @kithanga
RT @RCOT_NP: The @RCOT_NP are looking forward to hosting #OTalk next Tuesday 12th
Jan at 8pm focusing on Sleep & Neurological Conditions -…

8 days ago
Jenny Welford OT @jenny_welford
RT @DrCConnell: @chaniedavies @jenny_welford @Ceca_Rundle @OTalk_ good point - we
have to be able to talk to the people we want to influen…

8 days ago
Nat Jones @natlouj
@preston_jenny I co-created a research impact questionnaire which can be accessed free
online. #OTalk https://t.co/5lJOZiF9wd this can be used to capture your impacts at personal,
service and organisational level. Happy to connect with anyone interested in learning more.

8 days ago
Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@OT_KateT @preston_jenny Another way of thinking about impact is who benefits or who is
influenced - change in clinical practice, education, thinking is impact #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Thank you for sharing @natlouj #OTalk

8 days ago

8 days ago
Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @natlouj: @preston_jenny I co-created a research impact questionnaire which can be
accessed free online. #OTalk https://t.co/5lJOZiF9wd…

8 days ago
Jess Rundle @Ceca_Rundle
@DrCConnell @chaniedavies @jenny_welford @OTalk_ I think we’re not so great at
recognising the science in our profession. If we don’t then we can’t expect other professions to
make space for us in ‘their’ scientific journals #OTalk

Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@natlouj @preston_jenny I love this. Mainly because its name is Victor :D #otalk

8 days ago
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8 days ago
Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
RT @natlouj: @preston_jenny I co-created a research impact questionnaire which can be
accessed free online. #OTalk https://t.co/5lJOZiF9wd…

8 days ago
Nat Jones @natlouj
@OTalk_ From the beginning- part of the planing process thinking about what impacts you want
to see #OTalk in my experience of doing impact case studies impacts emerge over time also.

#OTalk @OTalk_
Thank you for sharing @natlouj #Otalk

8 days ago

8 days ago
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Thank you for the positive feedback. It was intended to stimulate reflection tonight, I don’t feel
that we are there yet totally with the answers. That’s ok though, that in itself is a giant leap
forward #OTalk

Ellen @OTEllenUK
Oops #OTalk

8 days ago

8 days ago
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @dianecox61: @OT_KateT @preston_jenny Another way of thinking about impact is who
benefits or who is influenced - change in clinical pra…

Jenny Welford OT @jenny_welford
@DrCConnell @preston_jenny Again, very true #otalk

8 days ago

8 days ago
Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
@Ceca_Rundle @chaniedavies @jenny_welford @OTalk_ sure we can - it comes down to what
the journal is interested in. I publish in non-occupational therapy journals (when there isn't a
raging pandemic) because i talk about the people rather than the profession #otalk

8 days ago
Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@preston_jenny great talk to many thoughts comments and questions to keep up - transcript
will be useful @OTalk_ #OTalk

8 days ago
Nat Jones @natlouj
@SLawsonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk very excited to share that my editorial on the importance of
capturing research impacts has just been accepted for publication in BJOT and will be coming
out in the next couple of months
look out for it I've included some definitions.
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Jess Rundle @Ceca_Rundle
@DrCConnell @chaniedavies @jenny_welford @OTalk_ Always about the people

8 days ago

#OTalk

8 days ago
Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @natlouj: @SLawsonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk very excited to share that my editorial on the
importance of capturing research impacts has just bee…

8 days ago
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Thank you @dianecox61 it has been thoroughly enjoyable and far too busy tonight #OTalk. We
will pull the transcript off over the next few days and send it round. Thank you so much everyone
for your fascinating responses and outstanding level of engagement. Great start to 2021.

8 days ago
#OTalk @OTalk_
Well, that's our hour up. What an interesting chat. Lots to reflect on there. Thank you so much to
our host @preston_jenny for some very thought provoking questions #OTalk

8 days ago
Nat Jones @natlouj
@EstherDark3 @SLawsonOT @OTalk_ Impact is multifaceted, lots of frameworks create
domains of impact which are helpful, like using different lenses to think about impact #OTalk

Nat Jones @natlouj
@OTalk_ https://t.co/5lJOZiF9wd this questionnaire is a helpful starting point

8 days ago

#OTalk

8 days ago
Dr Catriona Connell @DrCConnell
#OTalk Thanks @preston_jenny for bringing this topic forward - and good to see we have some
great expertise in the profession. I'm away with Victor - good night!

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OTalk_ Thank you also to @NikkiDanielsOT for steering us through a very busy chat
#OTalk

8 days ago

Jess Rundle @Ceca_Rundle
@OTalk_ @preston_jenny Great talking ... thanks for hosting @preston_jenny #OTalk

8 days ago

8 days ago
Lesley Scobbie @LesleyScobbie
@preston_jenny Thanks for leading us in #OTalk tonight Jenny. I’m exhausted! That tested my
tweeting skills to the limit

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@DrCConnell Glad you enjoyed it and thanks for all your contributions. Enjoy Victor

8 days ago

#OTalk
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Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@Ceca_Rundle @OTalk_ Thanks for your contributions. Glad you enjoyed it #OTalk

8 days ago

8 days ago
Nat Jones @natlouj
@OTalk_ Where to start! I think of impact as a Russian doll so many layers to explore, define,
make visible, amplify and elevate #OTalk https://t.co/ltfmubhmjL

8 days ago
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@LesleyScobbie Thanks for joining us @LesleyScobbie and for all your contributions. It was a
very busy one tonight #OTalk

8 days ago
Nat Jones @natlouj
@OTalk_ #OTalk many stakeholders starting with the patient, family/ carers - what does impact
mean to those experiencing the research #OTalk, the researcher, the team, the service. Again
multifaceted, need to look at impact ftom multiple perspectives

Nat Jones @natlouj
@OTalk_ @preston_jenny Thanks enjoying looking through the chat

8 days ago

#OTalk

8 days ago
Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@SLawsonOT @OTalk_ @preston_jenny @NikkiDanielsOT Actually enjoyed even though feel
so far away from research and researchers day to day but can bring bits into proposals and
evidencing my practice. Who knows I may just take the leap one day..... #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
#OTalk @OTalk_

8 days ago

8 days ago
Emma Laird @EmmaLairdOT
RT @CharlieChung90: Such an important point @JenniferNCrow and this will be a very
interesting #OTalk with relevance across the board. Impo…

8 days ago
Here to learn @heretolearnlots
RT @RCOT_NP: The @RCOT_NP are looking forward to hosting #OTalk next Tuesday 12th
Jan at 8pm focusing on Sleep & Neurological Conditions -…

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@lauraingham1

8 days ago

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@SBUHBOT

8 days ago
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8 days ago
Alison Laver-Fawcett @alisonlaverfaw
RT @dianecox61: Nuggets- #OTalk think about who, what , where & when impact likely to be fir
at the beginning of the study I.e before you s…

8 days ago
david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @dianecox61: #OTalk - I find this useful https://t.co/rVh2G6OpPX https://t.co/TgRvhtgT9k

8 days ago
Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
RT @natlouj: @preston_jenny I co-created a research impact questionnaire which can be
accessed free online. #OTalk https://t.co/5lJOZiF9wd…

Dr Alison Warren @alisonfwarren
RT @samturner_OT: Looking forward to engaging with @RCOT_NP and the long term
conditions forum next week to discuss sleep and neurological…

7 days ago
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